Get to know ITU

Recognized Quality Education

Industry Leading Faculty From
Google  Intel
NASA  Broadcom
ILM  IBM
ARM  Sandisk
Oracle  Disney

Curriculum for the 21st Century
Big Data
Cloud Computing
International Accounting
Data Mining
Green Energy
Business Ethics
Business Analyst

Cutting Edge Research
Artificial Intelligence
Bio-Electronics
Embedded Systems

Basic Facts
Founded: 1994
Founder: Dr. Shu-Park Chan
(Former Dean of Engineering School at Santa Clara University)
Type: Non-profit, graduate university
Motto: Global Development Through Silicon Valley Education

We value and promote:

Social & Ethical Responsibility

Entrepreneurial Spirit

Mastery of Latest Technologies

Understanding of Contemporary Business Issues

11 Degrees Offered
70+ Classes Offered each Trimester
3 Research Labs

Current Student Body:
1,752
47.1% Female
52.9% Male

Number of countries our students come from:
44
63.8%

Most Popular Majors
Software Engineering 38.6%
Business Administration 29.3%
Computer Engineering 10.4%
Engineering Management 18.8%
Electrical Engineering 1.8%
Digital Arts 1.2%